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Introduction
Since Myanmar’s independence, the borderlands have been characterized by periodic and cyclical violence as ethnic armed organizations (EAOs) have fought against state military offensives. Despite the evident asymmetry between the well-equipped and extensive Tatmadaw and the many rebel groups that remain, at least to some degree, poorly organized and underfunded, war has plagued the borderland communities since independence.¹ A barrage of human rights abuses has come in the wake of the low-intensity, long-term war, waged by the Tatmadaw who have historically viewed civilian populations with suspicion and often as acceptable collateral damage. Such a precedent as this has been accepted whilst the military dominated the state during the period of the military junta. However, as Myanmar has begun its transition towards a seemingly democratic state, with the triple transition process, there has been a fall in the levels of direct violence experienced within the borderlands.² Whilst this could be considered a positive development, this paper will question the authenticity of these changes. Though direct violence has reduced, forms of indirect violence and crimes against humanity have continued. Transition has not ended state sponsored violence but rather transformed it. As such, there has not been an end to the crimes against humanity for these communities, but rather the mechanisms by which it is conducted have transformed over time.

The first part of this paper will focus on actions against the minority communities within Myanmar’s borderlands as enacted under the military junta between 1962 and 2008.³ It will identify how key events changed the relations between the military and these local populations, including the introduction of the Four Cuts strategy, the major offensives of the 1980s and the ceasefire agreements of the 1990s. The second part will identify how the triple transition introduced to Myanmar in 2008, and led by the military, has and has not altered the actions of the military and their engagements with local communities within the borderlands.⁴ The final section will focus on how the process of the triple transition has transformed the methods used to continue the violence and marginalization of these populations within the

¹ The Tatmadaw is the title of the Myanmar military forces. Here, the two terms Tatmadaw and military will be used interchangeably.
² Within this paper the author will refer to the country before 2008 as Burma and in the post-2008 period as Myanmar. Although the name was officially changed during the 1989 change of government, it was not widely accepted prior to the transition period which began in 2008. This does not reflect the personal views of the author or her participants or identify any preference or support for differing groups within the country. The triple transition process in Myanmar was identified and outlined by The World Bank in 2012 as part of their interim strategy for working in Myanmar. See “World Bank Prepares Interim Strategy Note for Myanmar,” World Bank, August 10, 2012, accessed October 5, 2020, http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/feature/2012/08/10/world-bank-prepares-interim-strategy-note-for-myanmar.
³ Though this period includes several differing formations of the Burmese state including a military junta, one-party state, and a socialist regime, all of these regimes have been dominated by the military at almost all levels of governance. Therefore, the similarities between such regime types and governance models provide strong grounds for analysing them together under one time period.
⁴ This section will draw on evidence from the Karen and Kachin experiences, in line with the field research completed by the author. It is not to suggest that this is a universal experience to all borderland communities within Myanmar but exemplifies some of the common experiences communities have and continue to face along the frontlines between the EAOs and Tatmadaw.
This article will build on research and insights collected by the author on several research trips to the areas under study and with activists working inside Myanmar from along the Thai-Burma border. By engaging with local perspectives on the continuing human rights situation along the border, the article is able to move beyond national and internal rhetoric on transition and democratization that has too often been the foci of international engagement within Myanmar since 2015.

Myanmar’s government and military have faced myriad threats from ethnic oppositions, and most recently have been implicated in an ongoing genocide in Rakhine against the Rohingya people. Not to minimize the scale and devastation of the plight of the Rohingya, the oppression they face from the state both in terms of conduct and reasons for such oppression present an anomaly in relation to historic state policy. As such, this paper focuses not on the Rohingya crisis but the experiences of other ethnic groups within the borderlands, particularly the Karen and Kachin communities based in the east and north of the country, who have experienced a process of slow genocide since independence. Both these ethnic groups have faced systematic oppression and been victim to crimes against humanity. Though, at times these experiences have diverged, there is great commonality between their experiences when they are viewed over time. The Karen and Kachin have mounted large-scale rebellions against the state with popular support from their home communities. Though their experiences do not match every minority group within Myanmar, nor does the experience detailed below represent all of those within each of these communities, their more comprehensive organization and international outreach has provided an insight into these regions and communities that have long been neglected.

Burma Under the Military 1962–2008
When Burma was granted independence by the British colonial powers in 1948, it was already a state in crisis. War ravaged Burma had witnessed several brutal fronts during World War II as well as two separate occupying forces and numerous bombardments from air and ground troops. Though desired, independence did not bring peace to Burma, with the assassination of the country’s leader, Aung San and his cabinet occurring just before the historic handover. Factionalism plagued not only the cabinet but across the country, with mounting insurgencies from both communist and ethnic cleavages. Consequently, the military staged a coup d’état in 1962 with the aim of unifying both the government and the country. This responsibility has become institutionalized within the Tatmadaw, who, at their core believe their role is to maintain the territoriality of the Union and protect it above all else.
The Tatmadaw solidified their role as state leaders through the 1974 adoption of the “Burmese Way to Socialism,” which saw Burma isolate itself from the international stage. This policy of isolationism ruined Burma’s economy, going from one of the fastest growing Asian Tigers to applying for Least Developed Country Status (LDC) in 1987. Though devastating for Burma’s peasant population throughout the country, the borderland communities found themselves in an even more precarious position.

Thirty years of Burmese independence had resulted in 30 years of war within the borderlands. The mountainous jungle terrain and asymmetrical power structures between the Tatmadaw and EAOs forced the latter to adopt guerrilla tactics, entrenching conflict as part of daily life and blurring the lines between armed groups and civilians. This entanglement of civilian and rebel life was identified by the state and became the target of the Four Cuts counter-insurgency policy adopted during the 1960s. It aimed to remove the four supply lines EAOs required for survival: food, funds, recruits and intelligence. Yet, the implementation treated civilian communities as collateral damage with tactics including mass forced relocation, razed villages and farm-holds, the widespread use of landmines as well as systematic arrest and torture policies. This was in addition to restrictions and hardships that communities faced because of the war, such as arbitrary arrests, forced portering, illegal torture and execution as well as rape of women and children. Further, discriminatory state policies failed to protect other minority rights, such as the lack of official recognition of minority languages and culture in favor of the Barmar majority cultural and religious signifiers. Communities in the borderlands faced three overlapping types of state oppression during this period: direct violence (as a consequence of the war); violence as a consequence of state sanctioned counter-insurgency strategies; and oppression of cultural norms and rights through the prioritization of the Barmar identity.

This peaked in the mid-1980s when the violence leveled against the Karen population drove thousands across the border to Thailand. By the end of the junta period, such refugees and displaced people officially numbered over 150,000 along several camps on the Thai-Burma border. In part, this increase is related to the decision by the central command to force Tatmadaw battalions within the borderlands to “live off the land.” This policy saw the central government and military cease funds for supplies to their battalions, forcing them to extract it from the civilian population. In the borderlands, where the Tatmadaw were perceived as an invading force, there was little to no civilian support for these battalions. Consequently, to survive, battalions committed further abuses against civilian communities, confiscating their food supplies, stores, livestock, and equipment as required, often razing villages or killing.

---
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community leaders to eliminate any evidence. In this period, communities in the borderlands faced an additional threat to the lives and livelihoods from the military and they became victims not only to counter-insurgency policies but over direct competition for resources.

Though a number of ceasefires were signed in the early 1990s, including in Kachin State, conflict continued in Karen. Unable to reach an agreement with the Karen National Union (KNU), the Tatmadaw launched increasingly ferocious offensives against key locations within Karen and other regions under the control of KNU forces. This included their capital and headquarters Mannerplaw, which had grown to be an oasis for pro-democratic forces from all parts of Burma. Consequently, communities in Karen continued to experience the denial of their rights and structural insecurities from the ongoing conflict, counterinsurgency and other government policies, as well as the lack of official recognition of the cultural rights.

Whereas the Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) signed a ceasefire with the government in the 1990s, though this did not necessarily protect local populations from crimes committed by the state. As Sadan’s work on the second Kachin ceasefire highlights, in the 17 years of “peace” created by the 1994 agreement, the population still faced high levels of militarization and remained vulnerable to abuses. The military government pursued aggressive investment strategies within the region, often in areas not under their own control. This gave the military remit to enter such areas to secure locations for development whilst further cutting the KIO off from their own territories and traditional revenue streams. For civilian populations, this meant vulnerability to forced relocations, forced labor, and confiscation of resources as battalions were and remain under instruction to live off the land. Thus, despite the presence of ceasefires in some borderland regions, communities remained vulnerable to state violence and oppression as they were within the conflict regions.

Under military control, the ethnic minorities in Burma’s resource rich borderlands have experienced systematic human rights abuses that amount to crimes against humanity. The forced relocation of 100,000’s of people remains the clearest reminder of this. However, restrictions on cultural and religious freedoms of these communities, the cyclical violence they have faced, and the removal of livelihoods and ways of life have culminated in much wider reaching implications for these communities who feel their whole way of life and existence has been under threat.

Myanmar and the Triple Transition: A Work in Progress

The acceptance of the 2008 Constitution started a process that would become known as the triple transition in Myanmar. The document itself set out the institutional changes and structure of what political transition the country would take. It further outlined an economic plan for market liberalization, ending the state-centric policies of the socialist and junta eras. To achieve the institutional frameworks and goals set out within it, the need to further transition from war to peace was clearly underscored. Myanmar’s triple transition had begun.

At the institutional and macro-conception, regime transition in Myanmar has progressed smoothly, achieving successive goalposts in its quest to democratize. Though the progress toward regular institutional elections may have been achieved, the representativeness
of the governments it elects are suspect. The military continue to hold twenty-five percent of seats within government and held onto core positions and ministries within the new government. Further, both elections since 2008 have missed areas deemed too unsafe or unstable for them to be conducted. Demonstrably, the military may have stepped back from day to day governance, but they have chosen to remain a shadow in the halls of government, poised to tackle any deemed threat to Myanmar’s development.

Beyond the institutional structures, transition to democracy leaves much to be desired for local communities. Many in Myanmar continue to struggle to access their political and human rights along with the resources to fulfill their basic needs. Those living in conflict zones in Shan, Karen, and Kachin have been denied voting rights in elections. Most notably the Rohingya in Rakhine were denied the right to vote in 2015 with no national parties fielding any Muslim candidates. This electoral marginalization has contributed to the mounting oppression of rights minorities within the borderland already face.

When President Thein Sein took office in 2010, there was fear that little would change given his military ties. On the contrary, he oversaw a period of dramatic reform focusing on the overdue economic liberalization of Myanmar. Under his leadership, the country saw major increases in development aid and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) to help improve infrastructure and harvest many of Myanmar’s rich natural resource deposits. International funders arrived, buoyed by the belief that economic transition would aid Myanmar’s political and conflict transitions. Yet, they were also pulled by the rich investment opportunities from large-scale infrastructure projects, including deep seaports and new railroads, to resource rich lands that include precious stones, oil, and teak. Alterations to the rules governing FDI in Myanmar, along with increased length of land leases to foreigners broke down many of the boundaries investors had previously faced. This resulted in an unprecedented wave of FDI to Myanmar in 2010.

The establishment of the National Ceasefire Agreement (NCA) was the last act of Thein Sein’s government and the first multilateral ceasefire ever secured within the country. This ended much of the direct violence that had characterized the borderlands since independence, including the solidification of the peace between the KNU and the government, suspending the world’s longest civil war. Although direct violence was suspended, the lack of compromise between the EAOs and the Tatmadaw resulted in only the preliminary agreement being signed. This has led many to note the agreement is “surface only” and that the complex framework that


has been built around the NCA is there to ensure the military advantage at every stage. This, in itself, was reminiscent of the previous bilateral ceasefires which were more akin to business transactions, suspending direct violence for economic gain than a substantial commitment to the peace process they were trying to emulate.

Peace and reconciliation were placed at the top of the National League for Democracy’s (NLD) priorities when they took office in 2015. Yet, it was the military negotiators that maintained the major role within the peace talks, with the government taking on the role of mediators. Despite increasing the number of talks and peace conferences, little has been achieved in terms of results for Myanmar’s peace process. In 2018, hope seemed to arise as two new groups joined the agreement, yet this was soon dashed by inter-signatory clashes. Concerns increased later that year when the KNU and Restoration Council of Shan State (RCSS), two of the largest groups within the NCA, decided to suspend their membership after a number of confrontations with Tatmadaw in EAO defined territory. Though the final cause of suspension, the incursions were not the sole reason for this decision. Both groups publicized frustrations with the peace process and cited the government and the military’s unwillingness to compromise, as well as the establishment of new preconditions they had been expected to sign before negotiations could continue. This has reflected growing frustrations with the peace process which for those involved has lacked the necessary compromise on both sides to progress effectively.

The common obstacle to effective change is the role of the military within transitional processes. The military holds its allocated seats and sections within the political arena and is able to override many government decisions with little established transparency to hold them accountable for their interventions. Though officials seated in the military blocks of each of the houses have shown surprising independence and engagement with parliamentary process, on several occasions, the military’s ability to override political process has been obvious. Most notably, under Thein Sein, the government announced a ceasefire with the KIO, only to have the Tatmadaw completely ignore the government directive. It is this notion of elevated importance that permits the military to act outside the law without impediment. Although the NCA has reduced the levels of direct violence in many areas of the borderlands, the military continue to wage war against non-NCA signatories. As identified by Jones, under the Kachin ceasefire
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which ended in 2011, the military continued to pursue control of land and communities held by EAOs through other means. The use of economic development and infrastructure projects as a mechanism to permit the military to enter, secure, and control territory identified as under EAO control has become a preferred strategy of the military. With the 2011 ceasefire breakdown occurring over a military outpost adjacent to one of the major dam projects along the Kachin-China border. This created localized escalations in violence, including the forced relocation of local communities either in the name of development or due to mistrust of the military. There are now over 100,000 displaced people in Kachin State and along the China border. Thus, the presence of ceasefire did not alleviate the threat to society of slow genocide but rather altered the methods to which it is being conducted.

Yet, direct or indirect violence are not the only methods of dispossession employed by the state and military in relation to minority communities. Many communities in the borderlands still face issues accessing justice and state services with many identifying increasing crackdowns on their freedom of expression since 2015. There are three main reasons for this. First, in conflict areas, justice is difficult to achieve as often, would be cases are resolved directly between perpetrators and victims and involve a fiscal settlement, rather than an attempt to achieve justice. Second, should any case involve the military, the Tatmadaw will ensure that it is heard in a military court where family and local leaders must gain permission to attend and there is less accountability. In both these instances, though a form of resolution may be offered to victims, there is a lack of accountability and transparency that leaves victims and their families vulnerable to further intimidation and injustices. Yet, on the few times cases do make it to civilian courts, there remains no guarantee of transparency or accountability—over fifty percent of judges have a military background in Myanmar, including both the Chief Justice and the Attorney General. Further, all cases are heard in Burmese and although under the law all minorities speakers may have a translator, many are not aware of their rights and so remain vulnerable within the justice system. Thus, justice remains inaccessible to many.

Yet, institutional obstacles are not the only barriers ethnic minority communities face in achieving justice for crimes committed against them. Traditional customs and cultural practices have also prevented victims from seeking justice. There is a saying in relation to Myanmar’s legal practice—“Keep the cases small, and make small cases disappear,” which is equivalent to—“do not air your dirty laundry.” It discourages victims from coming forward, which is already an issue due to the institutional, financial, and accessibility barriers minority communities already face in accessing justice in Myanmar. Further, the increasing use of new laws to prosecute individuals criticizing the government has resulted in law being viewed as a tool of oppression rather than one of liberation. This is particularly in reference to the use of 66d, a telecommunications law, which has been levied against numerous human rights
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defenders and critics of the NLD government. As one interviewee noted, “the laws have now been established, but they are being used as a weapon of oppression.”

Additionally, state-society relations appear to be deteriorating with the state persistently refusing to listen or cooperate with active civil society organizations. While this had been possible for many civil society groups during the Thein Sein era, many have found it increasingly difficult to be heard by government officials. Some of the interviewees noted that the change was merely a bureaucratic one, requiring civil society to request permission at least three days before. Others claimed, due to their own affiliations or lack of official registration, they were now unable to get meetings with government officials or organize workshops. This seemed to suggest a variable willingness by the government to engage with civil society and a civil society space that seemed to be restricting since 2015. This not only impacts freedom of expression but the ability of communities to mobilize and engage with the government on a communal platform.

Changing Face: Patterns of Human Rights Abuses in Myanmar

In recent reports by Shan and Karen civil society, there has been a documented shift in the kinds of human rights abuses committed against civilian populations. Previously, in periods of conflict, the majority of cases have centered around extrajudicial killings and arbitrary arrests and disappearances. Now, both communities report increasing cases of land confiscation and forced relocation. In Kachin, it has become the most prominent issue as the ongoing war has allowed for cronies and military elites to grab land in the name of security and development. The combination of displacement and land grabbing has resulted in abandoned villages being sold to the Chinese; meaning, communities having no place to return to. In Karen, though there is no active war, communities face similar abuses with land grabbing occurring in both ceasefire and non-ceasefire territories. As one interviewee described, “since the signing of the NCA there has been little change… because some groups are now legal, they can come and do business. One group near my village have expanded mines a lot [sic] and it is not good. It is ruining our water supply and we have many landslides; it has ruined crops and roads.”
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This identifies a pattern of change in the methods of control and domination orchestrated by the Tatmadaw. When war and control by coercive means becomes a less viable option, such control is maintained through other more indirect forms, such as economic accumulation.

It is therefore possible to see a shift in the methods of oppression adopted and utilized by the military in relation to the borderland communities. In the junta period, society as a whole has faced a range of oppressive measures including limitations on their freedom of speech. Those communities residing within the borderlands faced additional repressive policies through the orchestration of Four Cuts and the human rights abuses that occurred because of the wars ongoing around them. These policies of oppression disproportionately impacted the lives of civilians within the borderlands causing many to be forcibly relocated or to flee to Thailand.

Yet, this relocation in itself has become part of the oppression of communities and their rights. First, the journey to relative safety held great risks due to the high density of mines in many borderland areas. Forty years later, many remain in camps, with dwindling supplies and even less to return for—they have been left reliant on humanitarian handouts which are increasingly drying up as more international assistance focuses on the transition in Myanmar. Second, as part of displacement, these communities lost access to their farms and villages and therefore, their cultural and traditional customs. A healthcare worker who grew up in one of the camps noted that few of her generation wanted to return: “They do not know Karen State, we cannot read or speak Karen, it is not our home. As we cannot farm in the camp, few would know how to make a living if we went back. We do not know our own tradition this way.”

Consequently, communities that fled violence may have protected themselves from direct repression but are still experiencing the impacts, albeit indirectly, of such violence as well as the oppression of their cultural and traditional practices.

Since the transition began in 2008 and the ceasefire singing in 2015, there has been a substantial reduction in these directly oppressive policies that characterized the junta period. Outright violence because of war has dropped almost completely in areas where ceasefires have been signed. The counterinsurgency policies of the 1960s are no longer used to try and root out dissenting forces. Nevertheless, communities within the borderlands still face higher levels of repression by state forces than those of the ethnic Barmar majority at the center of the state.

Indirect and structural violence continues to limit these communities’ rights to peaceful living and accessing their human rights. Despite the ending, or freezing of armed conflicts, human rights abuses continue to be committed. Sporadic deaths and arbitrary arrests continue, as well as cases of rape conducted by Tatmadaw officers. The most common abuses now center on the confiscation of land and the use of forced labor, often characterized by the state as voluntary labor carried out by villagers—laying roads, carrying heavy loads, and so forth. This increase is related to the new method of control the state is imposing on the borderlands: control through economic development and state incursion into ethnic minority areas. By auctioning off traditionally held lands, many of which are resource rich, the state is reaping economic benefits, gaining access to lands and communities, and asserting control previously inaccessible to them. The consequence of such actions is creating a new wave of displacement as people attempt to move away from state control and presence due to fear of state repression.

Despite the differing situations in Karen and Kachin State, the former experiencing a reduction in violence due to the ongoing ceasefire, the latter currently an active war zone after ceasefire breakdown, economic investment is being used as a weapon of oppression in both.
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discussed earlier, the Kachin ceasefire broke down in 2011 over damming sites in Kachin State and the increasing presence of the Chinese investors and Tatmadaw in KIO territory. Unrest over development projects in Kachin has not diffused, with the Myitsone Dam project being permanently suspended due to civil unrest. Yet, fighting continues over resource-rich land such as Jade mines and land abandoned by those forced to flee, now secured through plantation projects. Karen interviewees noted that since the reduction in fighting in Karen as part of the ceasefire, the Tatmadaw now fought for land through land rights and access, as one put it, “they do not come with guns anymore, they come with letters.” Moreover, militarization in Karen is not decreasing but increasing since the ceasefire, so although there is less violence, communities do not feel safer or more secure.

The development of the Vacant, Fallow and Virgin Land Law (VVFL) in Myanmar exemplifies how legal practice and development are being utilized to marginalize and dispossess minority populations in Myanmar’s borderlands. Historically, all land is owned by the state and can be rented long term if it is registered by the land holder, this ignores all traditional land ownership within the borderlands. Thus, effectively dispossessing whole communities from the lands which they have resided on for generations. Further, registration of land and land licenses is in the hands of village and tract administrators, as they have a say in what is termed vacant or fallow and these administrators are often corrupt or biased. The basis of which has left communities feeling dispossessed and helpless: “The law gives the government a lot of authority now to take our land. They have taken it, it is already sold off.”

Lastly, the state and military forces are using the NCA to coercively co-opt the EAOs into the state. By promising peace and providing the space for negotiation through a multilateral framework, the transitional governments have been able to secure a further reaching end to hostilities than ever before. This has been a positive development, but actions since the establishment of the NCA have uncovered a darker side to the negotiations. Rather than developing points of agreement and commonality between those involved, recent talks have become stagnant, unable to move past the major obstacles to peace such as demobilization, disarmament, and reintegration. This included new directives which include a commitment to one national army and a reconfirmation of non-secession from the state. Such demands, even after the failure of talks to produce any definitive outcomes in past years, highlights the
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superiority the military continue to hold, even at the negotiating table. They are not attending to compromise; they wish to see all actors “brought into the legal fold.”

The talks and peace conferences continue to be promoted as a place of open discussion and debate with all armed actors and the support of the NLD government. This has legitimized the actions of the military and government, both domestically and internationally, as they show a commitment to peace. Consequently, it has left the EAOs in a precarious position. If they join and engage with the peace process, they risk being co-opted into a single state and army under the control of the Tatmadaw, an organization for which they have no trust. Or, should they leave or not sign, they risk losing legitimacy and support both internationally and domestically for being spoilers within the process. Being labelled a spoiler is a real concern as groups outside the peace process complain of pressure to join from their counterparts within the NCA, noting they are seen as stubborn and backward rather than legitimate or principled among their peers.

Legitimizing a Repressive State: Co-opting the International Community

So far, this article has highlighted how, while the methods have changed, the state and military’s attitude towards ethnic communities has remained the same. Many borderland communities continue to face high levels of repression through indirect means, leaving them few options, either to be repressed and have limited to no rights, or to leave. This is despite the triple transition process, that is supposedly aiming to create the idealistic peaceful, democratic, market driven state. As Myanmar is opening to the international environment, they open themselves to increasing oversight and intervention by the international community; an environment typically not conducive to continuing human rights abuses and discriminatory practices that go against the international norms. This section will postulate that Myanmar is minimizing such concerns through a policy of co-optation with the international community. By inviting investments through the auctioning of its globally finite natural resource deposits and large-scale infrastructure projects. It has managed to create a competitive market where investing states are more willing to overlook or negate humanitarian concerns in favor of major investment opportunities. The presence and previous dominance of investment by nations unencumbered by westernized international norms has also contributed to this position by removing the possibility of investors to place steep conditions on their investment projects.

Thein Sein’s major package of economic reforms split Myanmar open to international investment after an extended period of isolationism under the junta. The introduction of competitive parliamentary elections provided a clear signpost of change to the international community, with many choosing to drop their sanctions against the state in favor of providing Overseas Development Assistance (ODA). Since the commitment by the junta to “disciplined democracy” in 2008 and the reforms of the 2011–2015 government, Myanmar’s GDP has steadily grown, averaging around eight per cent per year. As democratic practice began to be institutionalized and reform realized, international interest and investment skyrocketed. That is not to suggest that during its period of isolationism, both self-imposed (pre-1988) and externally enforced (post-1988), Myanmar experienced no international investment. During its isolation from the international community, many regional powers...
including Thailand and China invested heavily in their neighbor, though often, through unofficial methods. They benefited from the black markets along the borderlands and the ability to access the scarce resources such as teak and jade through cooperation with EAOs consequently gaining from Burma’s war economy throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Though the brutal state repression of the 8888 pro-democracy uprising did cause international outcry and a flurry of sanctions to be levied against the government, the impact on the economy was not as far-reaching as might have been expected. Having pursued a neutralist and isolationist discourse with the international environment, the disruption the sanctions aimed to bring to Burma’s economy was perhaps not as effective as the imposers of such policies may have hoped.

Despite international sanctions, Myanmar’s neighbors took an alternative approach of cautious engagement with the state. Rather, the regional powers began to invest and engage economically with the government. Japan, India, Thailand, and China all became major investors within the country’s large infrastructure and border investment projects. As the government began to agree to numerous ceasefires throughout its borderlands, it consolidated control within such regions through economic means. By granting licenses to its regional investors, the State Peace and Development Council (SPDC) was able to extend its control in territory previously beyond its oversight while simultaneously removing revenue streams from its ethnic rivals. This policy of economic domination has been well documented within the ceasefires in Kachin and later Karen State. The success of such policies demonstrated an effective alternative to state expansion and control within the borderlands that did not require the risk of retribution and disfavor the use of direct coercive means had created.

Developing the characteristics of a democratic regime does not ensure its institutional embedding. Elections are now the primary method of state legitimation, both within authoritarian and democratic states. Increasing numbers of states are falling into the typology of a competitive authoritarianism which mixes traditionally democratic and authoritarian features into a hybrid form of governance. Despite this knowledge, and the growing wariness of elections in post-war and transitioning states, the presence of elections continues to be the most notable signifier of change for many within the international environment. The success of the opposition to not only compete but to also win and be allowed to take power proved to be a sufficient level of development for much of the international community. From an electoral and institutional standpoint, Myanmar seemed to be achieving its transitional goals; however, as we focus on transition within the borderland, it becomes clear this is an attempt to protect the central state and military rather than truly reform.

This alteration in regime and transition toward the democratic, market-liberal and peaceful state encouraged investors from outside the region to step forward. The longstanding
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sanctions programs against Myanmar’s military state were eased by both the US and EU.\(^90\) Such relaxation of sanctions has generated much needed investment in core infrastructure such as Norway’s investment in Myanmar’s telecommunications which aimed to see mass extension of mobile and internet infrastructure throughout Myanmar.\(^91\) This plan, and the subsequent investment in it, opened the use of mobile phones to the mass market in a way that had previously not been possible in Myanmar. Thus, the institutional transition attracted non-traditional, western investors to enter the Myanmar markets, as the minimum bars for democratization were met.

Much of the investment Myanmar now receives is focused on and within its borderland areas. These regions have remained extremely underdeveloped due to the harsh terrains, distance from the center, and the continued insecurity caused by ongoing hostilities. These regions are also the sites of many of Myanmar’s natural resource deposits which remain relatively untouched. Many of the deposits Myanmar boasts within its portfolio are demanded not only on a regional level but globally and this relative abundance has Myanmar dubbed as the world’s last frontier.\(^92\) As such, there is both high interest and limited supply of the resources Myanmar has for possible future investment, creating a highly competitive market for outside investment.

In addition to the resources Myanmar’s land has to offer, Myanmar’s lack of infrastructure and investment have proven similarly enticing to external funders. Myanmar sits on the edge of South-East Asia, along the Bay of Bengal, a location of strategic importance that has been noted since the colonial era.\(^93\) This positioning, and its proximity to regional powers China and India, have made infrastructural development of Myanmar particularly attractive to its neighbors. Notably China, Japan, and India have invested heavily in major infrastructure projects including the deep-sea ports along the coast, the Asia Highway connecting India to much of South Asia and train and gas lines from the its coast to China’s interior up across Myanmar’s mainland.\(^94\) This is mainly to extend and further develop the investing countries own trade routes as well as to help establish the investors stake within Myanmar and the region’s infrastructure; which as we will see, has resulted in the marginalization of local communities and a minimization of the local positive externalities such investment projects have brought.

The State has granted long-term licenses to its natural resources, permitted the damming of its rivers, approved developments on its ports and transport links. Myanmar itself has been up for auction.\(^95\) Yet, the benefit of such projects and investments has had little to do with a vision of a modern Myanmar. As investment in Myanmar has increased, so has the cronyism within the state.\(^96\) The ex-Generals of Myanmar’s infamous military have been able to
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guarantee a more than comfortable retirement through the development of partnerships with investing parties. Their control and worth have skyrocketed along with Myanmar’s GDP and FDI figures, giving them further personal freedoms as well as increasing control over the state through alternative means; thus, helping them secure powerful positions to offset their loss of power from the junta as part of the transition.

Increased investment in Myanmar, whether it is or not skimmed off by corrupt officials, should theoretically result in some benefit to local communities through the provision of work, improved infrastructure and services. The premise that economic development can be a catalyst for change within society has led many civil society organizations to promote economic development as a method to peace. However, this assumes that the positive externalities from such projects permeate to the local communities around which such projects occur. Yet, the practice of implementation by the state and military within Myanmar is disrupting the diffusion of positive externalities to local communities in favor of redirection toward state-sympathetic communities and the investing partners.

Primarily, in the borderlands such as Karen state, this has been done through the resettlement and forced relocation of local populations. Since the establishment of the new regime and the signing of the NCA in 2015, direct fighting in much of the state has reduced. Yet, there have been increased accounts of land confiscation and forced portering as Tatmadaw forces clear areas for large-scale infrastructure and development projects. The reported land confiscation and grabbing cases for purposes of development highlight how the state is altering and utilizing its’ own policies to tactically marginalize minority populations by delegitimizing their claims to the land on which they reside.

Due to the insecure environment, the Tatmadaw has effectively carved out a role for itself as defender of large-scale investment projects. Their presence and security ensure the safety and tenability of such projects for investors through guaranteeing such activities are protected from insurgents. This role of the military has licensed and legitimized their presence in areas previously inaccessible to them either through insurgent occupation or due to ceasefires with said groups. As many of the communities residing in these areas fear the military and the possibility of reprisals or human rights abuses, many will choose to flee, creating further humanitarian issues due to the increasing numbers of IDPs. Thus, positive externalities from such development projects cannot be realized by local communities as many flee or are forcibly relocated on the eve of such projects. Instead, communities experience the loss of livelihoods, traditional lands and customs, and are faced with increasing insecurity.

For communities that do remain in the locality of large investment projects, there is still little chance to access the benefits of development. Many are forced to work for free through forced labor by the military especially in relation to building roads and other access points. The military have recently defended themselves against such claims, publicizing the villagers’ willingness to volunteer for such projects, though little evidence can be provided to support this claim. In many of the larger projects, especially those with regional investors, the workforce is brought in from the investing country and as such, jobs are not offered to the local population.
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Though industrialization is increasing, communities are experiencing a loss of livelihoods rather than a transformation as they are marginalized from the process.

Furthermore, for many of the projects, such as the damming of the Irrawaddy and Salween rivers to create electricity, the outputs are not intended to benefit the local community but to provide resources for the investing nation. This lack of benefit to the host communities has been a cause of rising tension within Myanmar, escalating so steeply that the Chinese backed Myitsone Dam project has been suspended entirely. Such projects therefore negatively impact communities through forced displacement, forced labor, militarization and loss of livelihoods; yet, they do not gain from the products of such large scale projects. Thus the notion of development as peace is not present in Myanmar’s borderlands, it is a tool of oppression.

Local communities within Myanmar’s borderlands are finding themselves under threat from the military occupation both within war and ceasefire zones. Economic development is playing a key role in ensuring the central state’s increasing influence, be it hostile, within Myanmar’s borderlands. The continued investment and acceptance of state strategies has legitimized the military’s actions, not merely within the borderlands in this newly transitioning state but internationally. These (in)actions by the international community underline a sense of acceptance, that use of force and oppression in the name of development and modernity is an acceptable compromise when access to globally finite resources is at stake.

By opening Myanmar’s borders and resources up to international investment during a period of ostensible democratic transition, the military have been able to create a competitive market for some of the world’s most finite resources. The opportunity to invest on such a large scale and in some of the most lucrative industries in a state so requiring of development has proven too enticing for states once in opposition to Myanmar’s regime. Now the opportunity has been offered, and the international community has not only accepted but celebrated such progress, they find themselves captured. Enticed by economic incentives that have been made attainable by a level of political change, the international opposition to Myanmar’s autocratic state has crumbled. Yet, the state itself has remained, camouflaged by layers of democratic characteristics. Its actions against its minority people proves the superficiality of the changes made within the institutions of government.

As such, the international community has been effectively co-opted into compliance with the state. By creating a competitive market of investors, including regional and international powers with differing perspectives on the usefulness and appropriateness of sanctions, Myanmar has successfully positioned itself within the international economic market. It has been able to defend itself from the possibility of punitive actions by ensuring a backstop of alternative investors. The promotion of Myanmar as one of the last global frontiers, especially in relation to its rich natural resources, has increased the incentives for partnerships from investors that may have previously been more cautious regarding investing in such a volatile environment. Now committed, such investors find themselves within a system of high-stakes for disinvestment—if they do not invest, they will not get to again and the opportunity will be lost to another international investor.

For the communities that live in the villages and rural areas undergoing increased international investment, the forms of state repression they face are changing. Rather than experience the direct impact of violence from conflict related offensives and extensive counter-
insurgency policies, they face a more indirect form of state repression. Under the new transitional state, state repression is now formed of a system of co-optation that includes incentives for both domestic and international elites, crimes against humanity related predominantly to land confiscation due to investment and development projects and continuing human rights abuses related to the presence of armed actors within these communities. These communities are left at risk of continued practices of extensive state repression that obstructs people’s ability to access their basic needs, livelihoods and basic human rights.

**Conclusion**

Mass state repression that has been ongoing since Myanmar’s independence is resulting in a “slow genocide” of its ethnic minority peoples. Through a kaleidoscope of methods, including the use of direct violence, indirect or systematic violence, and the restriction of rights and access the Myanmar state has effectively severed the ties between many communities, their livelihoods, and ways of life. Though the ongoing crimes against humanity may not result in the skyrocketing deaths per annum typically related to genocide, the forced relocation and removal of traditional lifestyles is stifling minority culture, communities and common ties. By creating environments where communities—tied to the land not only for their livelihoods but also culturally and, for many, spiritually—are either forced to move or flee from fear. Through systematic and purposeful methods, the state is creating an environment that is effectively ending a community without eliminating its members.

State oppression can take many forms and as regime type has changed within Myanmar, so too has the application of state repression against the borderlands. Under the military junta from 1962 to 2008, repressive tactics included the non-recognition of cultural and social identity; as a direct consequence of the ongoing wars, and as part of the repressive counter-insurgency strategies implemented by the state. As such, wars have been ended through ceasefire negotiation, both bilaterally and through the NCA process, and political transition has begun to take hold, the forms of state oppression have altered to match this new environment. Direct violence, typically related to wartime experiences, has dropped significantly. In its place, new, indirect forms of oppression have become the norm. The forced removal of communities from their traditional lands, alongside continued cultural repression and sporadic lapses into violence have become the new, preferred methods of the state.

By adapting to this new environment of the triple transition process, the military have succeeded in co-opting parties previously against state action. Through the development, signing and continued dialogue of the NCA, as well as the provision of financial incentives, the military and government have been able to co-opt EAOs. Through the offering of licenses, land and natural resource deposits, they have been able to co-opt those within the international environment into supporting a government undergoing transition. This leaves communities in these regions vulnerable to aggressive state policies aimed at the restriction and elimination of minority identities, by reducing the audiences and forums for them to articulate and advocate for their rights and needs.

Myanmar’s triple transition process has altered the way that human rights abuses and state repression is not only carried out but also characterized; both nationally and internationally. Through the promotion of democratic characteristics and developments, coupled with the economic incentives such a resource rich country can provide, the state has been able to create a layer of protection for itself. It has co-opted national and international opposition into its systems and methods of governance including, but not limited to, its policies for the repression of minority rights and culture. In doing so, it has ensured itself the financial investment the country required to develop whilst maintaining enough institutional independence from any one investor to be able to conduct itself without concern for the investors’ preferences. Though Myanmar is in need of investment, investors must also be held responsible for their roles and contributions to the legitimization of a regime that uses democratic transition not to reach any democratic ideal but to become acceptable enough to be a recipient of such projects.
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